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Protestors take to busy Springfield street
corner over in fa
Published: 22 days ago

KSPR's Sheena Elzie reports. 

TRANSCRIPT: PROTESTORS TAKE TO BUSY SPRINGFIELD STREET CORNER OVER IN FA
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at six and ten. a shocking protest against infant circumcision. protestors took to a busy springfield street
corner with fake blood to get their point across. kspr's sheena elzie shows you why not everyone agrees,
and how the protest nearly turned into a call to police. :00 - :10 "the protestor here pulled out fake blood,
splattered it on their pants and posters, and have been standing on the corner of battlefield and glenstone
all day they say the point is not to scare people -- but to get you to see their signs." nats - n circumcision,
circumcision horror, the words surrounded by red paint are what protesters are showing anyone who
comes past. :23 - :26 34:58 "it' unneccesary surgery, and unnecessary amputation on a healthy patient."
but as soon a they started holding up signs with that message...this happened. 48:30 "you need to back
up" "no s i'm here to protest" "you ne to back up" the grou behind the protest "bloodstaine men and their
friends," were me with people on the other side of the circumcision debate.--- 55:58 "what they're saying is
wrong. ---a debate that almost turned into a fight. 48:30 "yo better get out of my face, i promise you" nats -
the two sides were arguing about whether the surgery is needed and whether the boy should decide if
they want a circumcision later in life. 35:28 "to have it forced o someone without their consent as it was
forced on me without my consent, it's unethical and according to legal experts it's a violation of the law."
1:11- 1:15 56:00 "babies hav no rights, i hate to say that, but their parents make decisions on behalf of
them." ramona rebarchik has five babies, three of them boys. 58:12 "all of my childre were so horrified at
the idea that someone would cut a new baby in such a sensitive way." it's why sh says she brought all of
her kids out to protest against circumcision. 59:25 "the wanted to do that, they wanted to be here." but she
to was met with people coming past saying this...

"you're all crazy! --to their signs. 1:46 - 1:52 56:48 "despite th opposition, protestors say they're going to
continue to try and get their message across, their next stop is in tulsa, in springfield, sheena elzie, kspr
news." the protestors are also handing out flyers and information on circumcision. they'll be making their
next stop tomorrow.
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